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This report presents the results, recommendations, and conclusions of the program,
"Measurement of Thermal Conductance of Multilayer and Other Insulation Materials." The
reporting period extends from October 22, 1964 to December 31, 1965.
1.1 OBJECTIVES
This program was undertaken to obtain thermal conductance data on the extravehicular
spacesuit garment material. The item of prime interest was the combination of the multi-
layer thermal, meteoroid protection, pressure garment lay-up. Most of the investigative
effort was applied to the thermal conductance evaluation of this item, while considering
the many variables, such as thickness, material combinations, number of layers, etc.
One of the items of investigations was a search for improvements or for simplifications of
the existing material lay-up with respect to thermal performance.
The testing program on the multilayer lay-up combinations was performed on a full-time,
continuing basis, since considerable time elapsed before steady-state conditions were
reached on most samples.
A secondary, but nonetheless equally important effort, was applied to the determination
of the thermal eon__!etivity of items ._]eh as helmet material s shoe sole, and similar
items. Since only few sample pieces were available for these tests and the possibility of
variations was limited to temperature levels, the number of reported tests is relatively
small.
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i.2 SUMMARY OF TEST RESULTS
A total of 53 multilayer thermal insulation conductance tests for varying temperature limits,
thicknesses, and lay-ups were performed on the double sample, guarded hot plate apparatus
at steady-state conditions. Outside garment temperature limits were -310°F, -100°F,
+200°F, and +300°F, for most cases, with the inside garment temperature at 0°F or 70°F
in most cases. The suit material lay-up thickness varied from 1/8 inch to 5/16 inch.
Two basic multilayer material combinations were evaluated. The first was the current
Gemini extravehicular suit lay-up consisting of seven layers of aluminized (one side only)
Mylar*, separated by nonwoven Dacron*, several layers of HT-I Nylon, bladder cloth
pressure layer, and a felt meteoroid protection layer. This is shown in Figure 1-1.
The second lay-up was similar to the previous material combination, as shown in
Figure 3-1.
It should be noted that the number and type of the multilayer insulation were variables
of considerable interest in our test program. One significant result observed was the
dependency of the overall thermal conductance on the material compression.
It was observed that the the substitution of aluminized polyester film for the nonwoven
Dacron spacers resulted in equal or better thermal performance. Since this constitutes a
system simplification, it represents an improvement.
* Registered trademark of EI DuPont
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Figure 1-1. Typical Multilayer Suit Sample 
Using Felt Meteoroid Layer (Series 1,2,  and 3) 
1-3 
The lightweight suit lay-up had a considerably lower thermal conductivity than the
early version. Other results using increased numbers of aluminized polyester
films or embossed film in place of wrinkled film are discussed in detail in
Section 3.
It is evident from the results that additional tests are required to check on the repro-
ducibility of many tests, with respect to a) experimental reproducibility, b) material
degradation due to repeated use of some test samples over wide_ temperature ranges,
and c) test sample batch variation. Additional tests also are required to evaluate poten-






Three different apparatuses were employed to measure the thermal conductivity of materials
tested in this program. These instruments are: (a} multiiayer insulation guarded hot plate
apparatus, (b) Dynatech Model TC-2000 Guarded hot plate, and (c} Dynatech Model TC-1000
Comparator. These are described in order.
2.2 MULTILAYER GUARDED HOT PLATE APPARATUS
2.2.1 CONSTRUCTION
The device used for the largest number of tests, the guarded hot plate apparatus was built
specifically for the measurement of the effective thermal conductivity of multilayer types
of insulations and replaces an earlier version. The construction of this apparatus generally
follows that outlined in ASTM Standard C177-45. This apparatus consists of a fiat heater
plate and two cold plates. Two identical samples, 14-1/4 inches square, are tested simultan-
eously in this apparatus to provide an average value to compensate in part for any sample
inhomogeneity. A schematic view of this apparatus is shown in Figure 2-1. A photograph
of the apparatus is shown in Figure 2-2. The heater plate is made in two separate sections,
identified as the main heater (the actual test section) and a guard heater. Each of these two
heater plates is constructed of a mica heater sandwich between two thick copper plates
forming the top and bottom of the heater, providing a nearly isothermal surface. The
guard heater is utilized to maintain an adiabatic boundary condition on the perimeter of the
main heater. The cold plates are constructed of 3/8-inch thick copper plate to which is
soldered a 1/4-inch copper tube layed out in a serpentine fashion. The various fluids used
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Figure 2-1. Schematic of Multilayer Insulation Test Apparatus 
Figure 2-2. Multilayer Insulation Therm;il Conductivity Apparatus 
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Both faces of the heater plate and the cold plates were sprayed with a fiat black lacquer to
reduce the radiation resistance between the plates and the multilayer assemblies. A
multilayer aluminized mylar blanket is wrapped around the outer perimeter of the entire
assembly, also for the purpose of providing a more nearly adiabatic boundary condition.
The support structure was fabricated from Textolite, a poor thermal conductor, to reduce
sources of error due to heat leaks.
2.2.2 CONTROLS
The temperature of the guard heater is slaved to that of the main heater by means of a
Minneapolis-HoneyweU Tel-o-set 3-mode controller. The output of a thermopile, affixed
to both the main and guard heaters (see Figure 2-1) to measure the average difference in
temperature between the main and guard heaters, is fed into a deviation amplifier. This
signal is in turn fed into a 3-mode controller which regulates the power output of a magnetic
amplifier. A precisely regulated dc power supply supplied the power to the main heater.
A schematic of the guarded hot plate control system is shown in Figure 2-3. Figure 2-4 is
a photograph of the overall system. This system was used to measure the thermal con-
ductivity data for all of the multilayer assemblies and the single fiber-glass sample tested.
The entire system was mounted in an 18-inch vacuum bell jar. During testing the bell jar
pressure was maintained by means of a Kinney 4-inch diffusion pump with an LN 2 cold
trap.
2.2.3 MEAsuREMENT PROCEDURE S
The heat throughput to the samples is assumed to be equal to the power input to the main
heater. The power input to the main heater was obtained quite precisely by measuring the
voltage drop across the main heater and the current flow across a calibrated shunt resistance
placed in series with the main heater. The temperature of the heater plate was determined
by averaging the measurements of eight chromel-alumel thermocouples. Similarly the
temperature of each of the cold plates was obtained by averaging the measurements of four
chromel-alumel thermocouples. The placement of these thermocouples is shown in Figure
2-3
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Figure 2-3. Schematic of Guarded Hot Plate Control System 
Figure 2-4. Layout of Multilayer Insulation Test Facility 
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2-1. The sample thickness was taken as the separation distance between the heater and
cold plates and was measured by means of a set of Starrett gauge blocks at four separate
locations top and bottom for each test thickness assembly. The effective thermal con-
ductivity was taken as:
keff = AAT
where.
Q = measured heater throughput
A = area ofmainheater
_T = temperature difference between cold and hot plates
_X = sample thickness
No corrections were made for heat capacity effects in the main heater.
2.3 PLEXIGLAS VISOR MATERIAL
The measurement of the plexiglas sample was made on a Dynatech Model TC-2000 guarded
hot plate apparatus, which is designed on somewhat similar principles as the multilayer
apparatus and which measures the absolute thermal conductivity of materials. Two
identical samples are placed on either side of a fiat plate circular heater assembly. This
assembly consists of an inner or main heater surrounded by an outer or guard heater. The
_tt_d heater prevents radial heat losses and forces the heat generated in the main heater
to flow in a unidirectional manner, through the two samples. Cooling sinks are used for
heat rejection.
The operation of the apparatus is such that power is supplied through a constant voltage
regulator and through an adjustable autotransformer to the main heater. The power is set
by the autotransformer and measured by means of a high-accuracy watt-meter. The
thermal conductivity of the sample is determined from knowledge of the heater power, the
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temperature difference across the sample, the thickness of the sample, and the surface
area. The guard heater surrounding the main heater and the installed sample minimizes the
radial heat losses, and by running a test with the guard slightly higher in temperature than
the main and then slightly lower, an extremely precise value of thermal conductivity can
be found.
Figure 2-5 shows a schematic of the test arrangement for this instrument.
2.4 SHOE SOLE AND HELMET MATERIAL
The thermal conductivity of the shoe sole material and the helmet material were measured
on a Dynatech Model TC-1000 Comparator, since the sample size available did not permit
use of the more precise absolute guarded hot plate device.
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Figure 2-5. Guarded Hot Plate Test Stack
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The principle of operation of the TC-1000 comparator is based upon comparing the unkown
specimen's ability to conduct heat with that of heat meters of known thermal conductivity.
The apparatus consists of a power supply for supplying heater power, a water-cooled heat
sink, and a test stack assembly which includes two identical heat meters between which
the specimen is sandwiched. The specimen of unkown thermal conductivity is sandwiched
between two identical heat meters of known thermal conductivity. The specimen and heat
meters are, in turn, held between a heater and a fluid-cooled heat sink. Thus, the test
section consists of a stack containing a heater, heat meter, specimen, a second heat meter,
and, finally, a heat sink at the bottom of the stack.




KS is the specimen thermal conductivity
KM is the heat meter thermal conductivity
AX S, _X M are the specimen and heat thicknesses, respectively
AT'_M is the average temperature drop across the heat meters
T S is the specimen temperature drop.
In the case of the two materials measured by means of the comparator, two samples of
Pyroceram 9606 calibrated at the National Bureau of Standards were used as a reference
standard. Figure 2-6 shows a schematic of the comparator test stack, and Figure 2-7 is a
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Figure 2-6. Schematic of Comparator  T e s t  Stack 
Figure  2-7. Photograph of Compara tor  Test Stack 
2.5 COLD PLATE COOLING FLUID SOURCES
Three sources for a reference cold plate temperature were utilized: (a) Liquid N 2 , (b) an
LN 2 -methanol heat exchanger, and (c) Conrad Cooler Model No. SB-0-0-03 were used to pro-
vide sink temperatures in the range of -310°F to +70°F. The LN 2 - methanol heat exchanger
provided cold plate temperatures in the range of -150°F to -20°F. Methanol was selected
as a heat transfer fluid primarily because of its low viscosity at the low operating tem-
peratures, although its poor lubricity does create a possible pumping problem. A schematic
of the LN2-methanol heat exchanger is shown in Figure 2-8. The temperature range from
-20°F to +70°F was provided by a Conrad Cooler Model SB-0-0-03.
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Figure 2-8. Schematic of LN2-Methanol Heat Exchanger
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2.6 TEST PROCEDURE
The general test procedure followed for all of the tests using guarded hot plates was as
follows:
a. Evacuate the bell jar to approximately 10-4mm Hg.
b. Start the cold plate fluid following.
c. Turn on the main heater power and, keeping the controller in the manual mode,
raise or lower the main heater temperature to the specified test value.
de The temperature difference between the main and guard heaters was then zeroed
out manually and the controller was placed in the automatic mode. This procedure
was found to be basically more satisfactory than operating the controller in the
automatic mode, since this created problems with overshoot.
eo Several adjustments were made to the main heater power level in order to
maintain the main heater temperature at or near the desired set point. The
test was terminated when the rate of change of temperature was less than





Figure 3-1 gives a graphical summary of all of the test series run with the multilayer in-
sulation assemblies. Each series consists of a different sample thickness or sample con-
figuration. Within each series a number of tests were performed at different boundary
temperatures. The temperature boundaries used in these tests were as follows: Cold
plate temperature = -310°F, - 100°F, 0°F, and +70°F with the heater plate temperature
set at approximately 70°F, 70°F, 200°F, and 300°F, respectively. The cotton sheeting
was always located such as to be in contact with the 0°F or 70°F temperature surface. The
cotton sheeting was very loosely basted to the blue nylon sheet in order to prevent the
cotton cloth from curling to the point of being totally unmanageable. Table 3-1 gives a
summary of the basic test data.
Figures 3-2 and 3-3 show some of the experimental test results in graphical form. Some
of the salient conclusions reached based on the summarized test data are as follows.
3. 1.1 CONCLUSIONS ON ORIGINAL TEST SAMPLE (See Figure 3-1.)
The conclusions on the original test sample are as follows:
a. Compressingof samples inevitably increased the effective thermal conductivity,
leading to a 3-8 fold increase in kef f depending on the temperature range.
b. Increasing the boundary temperatures increases the effective thermal conductivity,
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Effect of Sample Thickness on Multilayer Insulation Effective Thermal Con-
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Co Splicing insulation with tape does not cause a sufficiently large difference in in-
sulating characteristics over unspliced insulation, outside of the estimated
experimental errors; consequently, it cannot be concluded that the presence or
absence of splicing makes any significant difference.
d. Embossed aluminized Mylar alone is a poorer insulator than an equivalent number
of unembossed pairs of aluminized Mylar plus Dacron spacers. A difference as
large as a factor of 3, depending on both sample thickness and boundary temperatures,
was observed. The embossed Mylar is poorest at the lower temperature levels.
The presence of the Dacron, although not an efficient radiation shield, still limits
the contact-conduction through the insulation blanket.
e. Nonwoven Dacron spacer is superior to loosely woven cheesecloth by as much as
a factor of 2.5. The improvement is greatest at the lower boundary temperature
range.
f. Doubling the number of embossed Mylar sheets improves the insulation efficiency
by as much as 50% (see Table 3-1, series 5, 6, 7, 10, 11).
g. Using as many layers of Aluminized Mylar as individual layers of aluminized
Mylar and Dacron does not provide a significantly more efficient insulation.
h. The fact that series 10 and 11 are so close to that of series 1, 2, and 3 suggests the
existence of an optimum number of layers lying between 7 and 14.
i. Omitting the insulation layer altogether, the remaining material still is effective as
an insulator.
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3.1.2 CONCLUSIONS ON REVISED TEST SAMPLE USING NEW MICROMETEOROID
SHIELD (See Figure 3-1.)
a. For a given sample thickness, the revised sample arrangement is a more efficient
insulation than the original arrangement. An explanation for this is given in Section
4. The improvement is as much as a factor of 5 (see Table 3-1, series 14 and 3).
b. Fourteen layers of aluminized Mylar appear to be as effective as insulation as
seven layers of aluminized Mylar alternated with seven layers of nonwoven Dacron.
c. Increasing the number of sheets of aluminized Mylar to 30 layers results in a
slightly poorer insulator.
Several tests were repeated as a check on basic test accuracy and reproducibility. With one
exception the tests which were repeated were reproducible within 10%. No obvious reason
is available to explain the poor reproducibility between tests 14.1, 14.3 and 14.4, although
from the data, test No. 14.1 must be regarded as suspect.
All of the curves shown in Figures 3-2 and 3-3 have a similar slope, with the exception of
the curve for test series 16 and 17, with T C = 70 and T H = 300.
One point in series 5, 6, and 7 is inconsistent with the other two experimental points on the
basis of assuming that all of the curves should have a similar curvature. No reason for
this is obvious. The result of a similar slope is consistent with the findings presented in
Reference (2). This suggests a simple relationship between effective thermal conductivity
and the applied load. No means of measuring applied pressure on the samples was in-
corporated into the test apparatus design, so it would be of interest to make a separate
correlation to relate sample thickness with applied load. This might consist of merely
reconstructing the various test assemblies and measuring their respective thicknesses
under several measured weighted plates.
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Test series 20 covers the only material listed in Table 3-1 which is not a multilayer material.
This sample is a 2-inch thick material of Owens-Coming Fiberglas building insulation which
was compressed to 1-inch thickness. Ttm specifications based on 1-inch thick material are:
density = 1"0721b/ft3 1solid fraction = 0.304
based on 1-inch thick mat
mean fiber = 0.00024 in.
diameter
The estimated experimental accuracy of the data reported is +15%
3.2 PLEXIGLAS VISOR MATERIAL
A tabular summary of the thermal conductivity of the plexiglas sample is given in Table 3-2.
The plexiglas thermal conductivity versus temperature is shown graphically in Figure 3-4.
The plexiglas results show good agreement with published data.





























The measured data for the helmet material (a Fiberglas-epoxy laminate} is in Table 3-3..

















A plot of this data is given in Figure 3-5.
3.4 SHOE SOLE MATERIAL
The thermal conductivity of the shoe sole material is tabulated in Table 3-4.
TABLE 3-4. THERMAL CONDUCTMTY OF SHOE SOLE MATERIAL
Sample Mean
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The experimental data obtained in the reported program illustrates several salient char-
acteristics of multilayer insulation systems. Multilayer insulations are in general quite
sensitive to the application of mechanical load. This is amply demonstrated in the test
results of this program. In addition some of the test results suggest the existence of an
optimum bulk density. Reference 1 discusses this effect in some detail. On the basis of
conduction heat transfer alone, the thermal conductivity of multilayer insulation should
increase monotonically as the bulk density decreases. However, it has been observed
(Ref. 1,2) that the thermal conductivity first decreases with an increase in bulk density
and then increases. This suggests that another mechanism of heat transfer, namely
radiation, contributes significantly to the overall heat transfer. The explanation for this
phenomenon of a minimum thermal conductivity is a simple one. Initially, radiation heat
transfer is controlling. As additional layers of material are added to increase the bulk
density of the insulation, the radiation resistance increases so that the effective thermal
conductivity actually decreases. As more layers are added, a point is reached where
contact conductance becomes more significant until a bulk density is achieved beyond
which contact conductance is controlling and consequently the apparent thermal conductivity
increases. This is a partial explanation for why Test Series 10 and 11, for example, are
a better insulation than series 1, 2 and 3 and also why series 16 and 17 are not better than
series 14, 19, 21 and 22 (see Table 3-1).
Reference 2 raises some other rather interesting conclusions which have a bearing on the
current test program. It was concluded that the configuration (whether or not the aluminized
Mylar is embossed) appears to have no effect on the apparent thermal conductivity. Moreover,
it was found that the application and subsequent release of mechanical loading appeared
to improve the insulating properties of the multilayer insulation. Since all of the tests
were not run in order of increasing or decreasing mechanical load, this effect, if applicable
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to the test arrangements in this program, would have some bearing on the question of
basic test accuracy and reproducibility. In some of the tests the samples were completely
disassembled and then reconstructed so that presumably this effect would not be present.
4o2 THEORY
A significant body of literature (Refo 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) has been generated to theoretically
explain the basic characteristics of multilayer insulation. Reference 3 gives a very lucid
discussion as to the basic exploration behind the efficiency of multilayer vacuum insulation.
The kinetic theory of gases provides a means to understand the methods of energy transfer
between parallel plates or surfaces with the enclosed gas at a very low pressure, i.e., a
rarefied gas. When the mean free path of a gas molecule is much greater than the distance
separating the boundaries or, as in our case, the material layers across which heat is to
be transferred, then intermolecular collisions are much less frequent than are collisions
with these boundaries. For this case the thermal conductivity of the gas, if one can still
call it this, becomes negligible. Thus the apparent thermal conductivity of the multilayer
assembly will decrease with decreasing gaseous pressure until it levels off at a value con-
sistent with radiation and contact conductance effects. The data presented in References 8,
9, and 10, illustrate this phenomena. From this data it is evident that below an ambient
-5
pressure of about 10 mm Hg, pressure effects are no longer of any significance. There
are, however, some qualifications to this statement; these will be discussed in Section 5.
4.3 DATA CORRELATIONS
Reference 3 discusses the lack of separability of the various heat transfer mechanisms
present in multilayer insulation and the interdependence of radiation and conduction heat
transfers. Several attempts have been made, however, to attempt to develop a separable
solution to the problem of heat transfer in multilayer insulation (Ref. 6 and 7). A solution
4-2
of the form:
Q = K 1 (Th-T c)+K 2 (_Th4-_Tc4)
was fitted to some of the data, unfortunately, without particular success. A summary of
the derived coefficients are given in Table 4-1. The manner of obtaining the coefficients
is given in Appendix C.
The lack of consistency within the constants calculated for the proposed equation, suggests
that another form for the equation may be more accurate. The so-called constants are
undoubtedly themselves functions of temperature.












































































































































































































5.1 SOURCES OF ERROR
Some of the basic sources of error can be readily identified and assessed; in the case of
others, additional experimentation is required to solve the problem of test accuracy. The
major sources of error are:
a° Heater power measurement.
b. Cold plate and heater plate temperature measurement.
c. Sample thickness.
do Basic inhomogeneity of materials.
1. Coating thickness
2. Mylar thickness
3. Dacron spacer uniformity
e. Lateral heat flow within sample due to mismatch in temperature between
main heater and guard heater.
f. Lateral heat flow within sample due to a non adiabatic boundary measurement.
g. The system has not reached a steady state condition,
h. internal pressure effects due to outgassing of materials.
The first five of these errors are somewhat amenable to analysis; the last three must be
determined by physical measurements.
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5.2 PHYSICAL MEASUREMENTS
The heater power measurements are obtained by measuring the applied voltage on the main
heater with a Cimron recording digital voltmeter (Model No. 6410) and the current by
measuring voltage drop across a calibrated manganin shunt resistance placed in series
with the main heater. The stated accuracy of the voltmeter in the operating range used in
these tests is + 0.05% of full scale. In the case of the main heater voltage, this is a
maximum error of + 0. 006 v and in the case of the shunt voltage this is a maximum error
of + 0. 006 my. The shunt resistance was measured on a GE Double Bridge (Cat. No.
9069199G-1) with a stated accuracy of _ 0.00004 ohms. From the above, the estimated
accuracy of the power measurements is ± 2%.
Both the heater plate and cold plate temperatures were measured with precision grade
chromel-alumel thermocouples. The estimated accuracy of measurement of the temperature
difference is ± 1%. Sample thickness is the most imprecise measurement with an estimated
accuracy of + 10% at thicknesses greater than 1/4 inch.
A limited number of samples have been tested, making estimates of the effect of material
inhomogeneities impossible to assess, although it is known that nonuniform aluminizing
and nonuniform fiber size and weave for the spacer materials are a major source of
discrepancy.
5.3 TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER ERROR
The fifth identified source of error has received some comment in other references.
References 11 and 12 both allude to the problem of lateral heat flow in multilayer insulation.
This problem is compounded by the severe anisotrophy of this material. In order to
analytically define the problem of a mismatch in temperature between the main heater
and the guard heater several simplifying assumptions have been made:
5-2
a. The insulation is treated as anisotropic with two effective thermal conductivities,
k and ky in the x and y directions,respectively.
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Figure 5-1. Insulation Temperature Distribution
The error in the measurement of heat flow through the main portion of the insulation is:
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The complete derivation of this is presented in Appendix B. Figures 5-2 to 5-5 give a
graphical presentation of the above equations for several values of the above parameter.
The following example illustrates the order of magnitude of these effects.
Assume 60 layers aluminized Mylar (1/4 mil) in 1/2 inch.
Take ky = 2 x 10 -5 Btu/hr-ft OF
keff = 1.55 Btu/hr-ft OF (based on 2 layers of aluminum (2 D in. thick) in series
with Mylar (k = 0.09 Btu/hr-ft OF)
Actual material thickness = 0.015 in.
fraction of sample thickness
occupied by material ffi f = 0.03.
The lateral heat conduction is taken as:
fA_T +4_A_3 AT=k AAT
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Figure 5-2. Error Versus Thermal Conductivity Ratio
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Figure 5-3. Error Versus Thermal Conductivity Ratio

































Figure 5-4. Error Versus Thermal Conductivity Ratio
(A 1 = 401, A 2 = 400, 5/b = 0.005, a/b = 0.6)
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Figure 5-5. Error Versus Thermal Conductivity Ratio




¢ = 1 (black body)
T = 100°F = 560°R
AX = 1/16 in. = O.0625 in. = 0.00521ft
k = 1.55 x 0.03 + 4 x 1 x 0.3 x 0.00521
x
= 0.0465to0.0062 = 0.0527
SO
ky = ,_10 -5kx O.0527
- 0.0195
Hence from Figure 5-2, the error is 2.2% (c/b = 0. 5/7=0. 07). The fact that the error is
as small as it is even for a l°F mismatch in temperature is perhaps a surprising result:
however, the low thermal conductivity of the Mylar is the controlling reason for this.
One other note might be made of the fact that it is possible to achieve a relatively steady
mismatch in temperature between the main heater and guard heater with the current test
arrangement. This situation arises from the fact that it is possible to have the reset
rate of a value low enough to have a permanent temperalm'e offset. Since the output of
the magnetic amplifier does not go to zero, the proportional band setting may not be able
to correct this situation.
5.4 EFFECT OF NONADIABATIC BOUNDARY
In the previous discussion an adiabatic boundary condition was assumed. Reference 7
shows experimental data to demonstrate that a nonadiabatic boundary can be highly significant.
Past experience suggests that an adiabatic test condition may not exist in fact. The
present multllayer test apparatus is the second such apparatus to have been constructed.
The first apparatus was essentially the identical configuration except that it incorporated
a 1-inch-wide guard heater in place of the 3-inch-wide guard heater in the present design.
Using the earlier test rig, the thermal conductivity of a blanket composed of 60 layers
of aluminized Mylar 1/2 inch thick was measured to be 7 x 10 -5 Btu/hr-ft OF for boundary
temperatures of +70 and -310°F. The present apparatus gave a value of 2 x 10 -5 Btu/hr-
ft OF for the same insulation blanket. These results were observed even though in each
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case a blanket of aluminized mylar was wrapped around the perimeter of the test apparatus
to provide an adiabatic boundary. The value measured in the current rig is, however,
consistent with values obtained from other sources.
5.5 EFFECT OF SLITTING THE INSULATION
All of the tests with one exception were run with the multilayer blanket in one integral
piece. One test was made to determine the difference, ff any, in test accuracy between
a continuous test sample and one where the insulation was slit around the perimeter between
the guard and main heaters. Ostensibly the purpose of slitting the insulation is to provide
a more nearly adiabatic boundary temperature. This will result in either of two effects:
a.
b.
Overlapping edges from an extremely fine slit will produce short circuiting.
Radiant interchange between the hot and cold portions of the sample will
result from leaving an actual gap.
The second effect is discussed in Reference 12. This latter arrangement is probably
the very poorest choice. As an example, consider a sample 1/2-inch thick with a slit
1/64 inch wide extending around the full perimeter of the main heater. The effective gap
width 8ef f is from Reference 12:
where
8eft 2 5
d - (_ -1) nf(_)
82 2 8 2
3 d 3
1 82
d 2 8-/d !
where d = sample thickness = 1/2 inch
n = number of layers
¢ = emittance of insulating sheet
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Take n = 60
¢ = 0.06
Then 6eff/d = 7.5
7 5 35 2X
so that for a perimeter of 35 inches the effective gap area is " - 1.81 ft-, or since144
the heat transfer area of the main sample is 8 7/32 x 8 7/32 _ 1 ft 2, the presence of a gap
represents an error of 180% in the measurement of heat flow through the sample°
5.6 TIME TO REACH TEMPERATURE EQUILIBRIUM
The time to reach temperature equilibrium has been assessed (Ref. 13) in order to verify
the criteria used in terminating individual tests. This analysis is based on two assumptions:
(a) a constant thermal conductivity through the insulation {the validity of the assumption
is borne out by Reference 14); and {b) a step change in one of the boundary temperatures,
maintaining the other boundary at a fixed value. Considering the above assumptions, it
c_xi be shown that ff the heat flow is measured at the surface where the temperature is kept





cos n _ e- 1+2 _,
Cl_ n=l
WU_L t = Uziiie
= sample thickness
K = thermal diffusivity
If the heat flow is measured at the surface where the step change in temperature occurs,
then the above ratio becomes:
5-9





As an example, if a 1/2-inch sample with a thermal diffusivity of 2 x 10 hr is con-
sidered, the time to reach 99% of equilibrium for a i/2-inch sample is 46.6 hours. This
justifies the somewhat lengthy duration of the tests, since taking the transient data and
correcting it for heat capacity effects is felt to be of somewhat dubious accuracy.
5.7 PRESSURE EQUILIBRIUM
An equilibrium condition is based on achieving both temperature and pressure equilibrium.
The question of pressure equilibrium is the more difficult one to evaluate either analytically
or experimentally. Reference 15 presents one attempt at a solution to the problem of time
to reach pressure equilibrium. The present theory is inadequate to solve this problem,
primarily because of the lack of a complete theory to account for outgassing effects. From
data published in Reference 16, the rate of outgassing from an aluminized surface can
produce a significant pressure gradient within a multilayer insulation blanket. Since no specific
provision was made in the apparatus to vent the samples, the presence of gas could repre-
sent a potential source of error, although no specific evidence in the test results exists to
demonstrate this. No technique exists at present for measuring the entrapped gas pressure
within a multilayer insulation blanket. The presence of outgassing was partially illustrated
by the fact that the bell jar pressure was significantly higher for the elevated temperature
tests than that for the tests run at liquid nitrogen temperatures. Of course the outgassing
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APPENDIX A
MULTILAYER INSULATION TEST RESULTS
A computer program has been written to process all of the test data and to plot this data
automatically. The first three tests have been excluded from this compilation on account
of incomplete test data. One fact which is interesting to note is that the effective thermal
conductivity of the multilayer insulation reached an equilibrium value considerably before
the temperatures reached what was considered a proper equilibrium condition. Some of
the testing was extended on account of difficulties with maintaining a constant liquid nitrogen
temperature and periodic irregularities in the operation of the Conrad cooler.
The past experience with the multilayer insulation testing has resulted in the following
conclusions with regard to improving both the test accuracy and reducing test time.
a.
be
Instead of adjusting the main heater temperature by trial and error, it is
preferable to regulate the main heater temperature thermostatically and to
consider an equilibrium condition on the basis of the power reaching a steady-
state value. The curves shown in this appendix amply demonstrate that
considerable test time was lost with adjusting the power level by trial and
error.
Some very limited data shows that the temperature gradients through the
insulation are quite nearly linear. This being the case,it would be advisable
to revise the general test procedure to:
1. Pump the system down.
2. Purge the system with a noncondensable gas; then start the
cold plate fluid flowing.
3. After the desired boundary temperatures have been established,
backfill the chamber with a noncondensable gas maintain the
chamber at an elevated pressure until a linear or near-linear temper-
ature gradient is established, at which point the chamber should be
A-i
re-evacuated and the system can then be allowed to come to a proper
equilibrium. The advantage of the increased pressure is of course
the very much increased effective thermal conductivity resulting in







I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 3.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNDARY TENFEEATURE5 (FINAL)
HEATER FLATE (DEG-Irl 71.0
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SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1815
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 71.0



















I NULTI-LAVER INSULATIONTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 3.|
SANPLE TH/CKNESS (IN.) O.tOTS
BOUI_ARY T(NPERATUR£S (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT( (DEG-I r) ?|.O
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION TTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. $.11
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 71,0
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 308.0
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I MULTI-LAYER INSULATIONTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. $.|
SAMPLE TH|CKN[SS (IN.) O.|81'S
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (F/NAL)
MEATIER PLATE (DEG-I r) T|.O
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I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ! TEST NO. 3.1TRANSIENT TEST DATA SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.|875
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 7§.$
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- g9.5
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J MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
lEST NO. S.£
$ANFL( THICKkq[SS (IN.) O.|SN
BOUHOARY TENFERATURES (FIliAL)
H(AT(R FLAT[ (DEG-F) TS.S
























J MULTI-LAYER /NSULAT/ON JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |.£
SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (/N.) O.SS?S
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) TS.S













































FICUW( 2.D I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION i
TRANSIENT TEST DATA I
I
TEST NO. S.£
SANFLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.Illl|
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (Fil6L)
H(AT(R PLAT( (D(G-F) FqJ.S





































NULTI-LAY(R INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. $.8
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.t87S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (F/NAL)
HEATER PLATE (DE(;-F) 7S.S
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NULT|-LAY(R INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |.S
SANPL( THICKNESS (/N.| 0.)|85
B_JNOARY TENP(RATUR(S (Ir|l_tL)
I'I_A1rER PLATE (DEiE.-I r) _|.S
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HULTI-LAYER INSULATION TTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. l.S
SAHPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) D.$1ZS
BOUNDARY T[HPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) ZOl.S










































NULTI-LAYER ! NSUt.A Ti QII ITRAHSI[NT TEST DATA
T[ST NO. 1.8
SANPLE THICKN£SS (IN.) 0.3|8S
IlG/IIOART JINP[RAI1JiU[S (FINAL)
H[ATE'R PLATE (DES-F) 80S.S



























NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 1.3
SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) D.S|ZS
BOUNDARY TEHFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-P) LIID|.S




























MULTI-LAYER INSULATICN ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. I.$
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.$|ZS
BOUNOARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) ZOI .S




































i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 1.4
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D.3|ZS
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 28T.S


















MULTI-LAY(R INSULATION ITRANSIENT T(ST D A
T(ST NO. | .4




















J MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. | .4
SANPLE THICKN£SS (ZN.) O.S|£S
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-I r) £87.$


























NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. | .4


















TEST NO. | .4
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3ITS
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) Z8F.S






























MULTI -LAVER INSULATION ITRANS|ENT TEST D A
TEST NO. Z.I_
SANFL( THICKNESS (IN.) D._SO0
BOUNDARY T(NFERATUR(S (Ir|IML)
HEATER PLAT( (DE6-1 r) I_1D0.5
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NULT|-LAYER INSULAT/CN 1TRANS;ENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 8.8
SANPLIr TH|CKNEsS (IN.) 0.8S00
B(X,INOARY T(NPERATUR[$ (FINAL)
I.IEATER PLAT( (DEG-F! 200.9


















NULT|-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. £.£
SANPLE TH|CKN(SS (IN.) 0.SSDO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 200.S
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I HULTI-LAY(R INSULATION [TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. Z.S
$ANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2§00
BOUNOARY TEHFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) 300.0


























MULTI-LATER INSULAT|ON ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. £.$
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O._SO0
BOUNOARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
H£ATER PLATE (DES-F) 300.0

























HULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. I.I
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.tSO0
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
It(ATER PLAT_ (DEG-F) 300.0





































MuL TI-LAYER I NSULA TI(_4 IT_ANSI(NT T(ST DATA
T[ST NO. ,.$
























MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. Z.$
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2SOO
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H_AI"ER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0






































I MULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|_I ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 3.3
SANFL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.|8TS
BOUNDARY TEMFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT( (OEG-F) ZOS.S
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J MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSZENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 3.$
SAMPLE THICKNESS (|N.) O.18?S
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) L_)3.S
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I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TES1 NO. 3.$
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN ) O.|81'S
BOUNDARY TI:NPI."RATUR[$ (FINALI
H[ATI[R PLATE (DI[G-I r) Lq)$.S




































J MULTI-LAYER ENSULAT]ON ]TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 3.3
SAHPLE TH]CKNESS (|N.) D.$BTS
BOUNDARY TEHFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) ZO3.S
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NULT|-LAT[R INSULATION [TRANSIENT lrl[ST D A
TEST NO. $.1,
SAHFL[ TH|CKM[$$ (IN.) 0.1575
BOUNDARY T[HFERAlrUf_[S (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT[ (DIG-IT) LDO$.S












































































SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.IBFS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 301.0
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i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1 TEST NO. 3.4TRANSIENT TEST D A SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.| 0.|87S
BGUNOARY TENf_RATURES (FINAL)
It_ATER PLATE (DE@-F) 301.0
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I HULTI-LAYER INSULATION I TEST NO. $.4TRANSIENT TEST DATA SANPLE THICKHESS (IN.) O.le?S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 301.0
COLD PLATE (DEG-F) 69.S
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i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1 TEST NO. 3.4TRANSIENT TEST D TA SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|STS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DE&-F) 301.0
COLD PLATt (DEG-F) 69.S
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MUL TI-LAYI[R INSULATION 1TRANS|ENT T(ST D A
T(ST NO. 4.1
SANlrL[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2SIDO
BOUNDAR Y TI[MFE, RA TUR( S (FIliAL)
I-_ATER FLAT((OEf,-¥) 304.S
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HULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2500
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 304.S






















































I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1 TEST NO. 4.1TRANSIENT TEST DATA SAMPLE THICKNESS (|N.) O.ZSO0BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEf,-F) 304.S
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HULTX-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. 4.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2S00
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 304,S




























































MULTI-LAVER INSULAT|ON i1TRANSXENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.1
SANPL[ TH|CKN(SS (IN.) O.2SO0
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
H_AT[R PLATE (DIG-F) 304.5















































SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.tSO0
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) FJ.O
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 310.0
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NULTI-LAYEN INSULATI_I 1TRANSIENT T[ST D A
TEST NO. 4.e
SAI4PL[ TH/CKN[SS (IN.) O.l_SO0
BOUNDARY TENFI[RATURE$ (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (D[G-I r) /'1 .O
















































J NULTg-LAYER |NSULAT|ONTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.R
SANPL[ TH|CKNESS (gN.) O.£SOO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FgNAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) ?l _0




































































MULT|-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. 4.,
SAMPLE THICKNESS ELM.) 0.2SD0
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
Ht[ATER PLATE (DI[G-F) TI .0
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.Z
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2500
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEE-F) 7| .0



























MULTI-LATER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.3
SAMFL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.ZSO0
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT( (DEG-F) 201.0
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HULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.3
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NULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|ON ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.S
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D._SO0
BOUNDARY TEHFERATURES (F|NAL)
I-fi[ATER PLATE (DEG-F) 201.0



























HULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|ON ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 4.$
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2SOO
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) ZOI.O
















































SAHFLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2S00
BOUNDARY TEHFERATURES (PENAL]
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 201.0


















































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. S,|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.$ltS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) FT.O
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. $.1
SAMFLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3125
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 77.0




















NULT|-LAYER INSULATION JTRANS|ENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. S.I
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.]lll
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) 17.0




































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSI(NT TEST D A
TEST NO. S.|
SAMFLE TH|CKNESS (IN.) 0.3125
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (F|NAL)
HEAleR FLAT( (D(G-F) 7T.O

























































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. S,I
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D.311_S
BOUNDART TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEg-F) 77.0















































































MULTI-LAYI_II INSULATION ]TRANSI[NT TEST D A
TEST NO. $.D
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.)IZ|
BOUNOARY TENP(RATUI_S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (0($-I r) lOl.S
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION | TEST NO. $.Z
TRANSIENT TEST DATA J SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (IN.) 0.311)$
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) LIOB.I
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1400 1800 1000 1400 1800



















NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. S.e
SAHPL[ TH/CKNI[SS (IN.) O.31ZS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
H[ATER PLAT[ (DEG-F) 208.S

























800 1200 1600 )800 lZO0 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800






































I HULTI-LAYER INSULATION _ TEST NO. S._TRANSIENT TEST DATA SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.3|_S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (F|NAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 21DS.S
COLD PLATE (DEG-F) O.O
0800 I200 1600 _800 1200 1600 3800
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800 1000

















MULTI-LAVER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. S.Z
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.5121
BOUNOAR¥ T[MPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) _8.$






























0800 1200 t600 800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 |400 1800













SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3t25
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 301.S























































MULTI-LAYER [NSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. S.3
SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (ZN.) D.3|_S
BOUNDAHY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H_ATER PLAT[ (DEG-F) 30|.S
































































SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.)lll
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 301.$
COLD PLATE (DEG-I r) 69.0
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FIGURE 14.D NULTI-LAY(R INSULATION
TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. S.3
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3S,S
BOUNDARY T(NFERATURES (FINAL)
IEATI_R PLAT( (DES-F) 301.S









































SANPLE THICKNESS (|N.) 0.312S
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 30|.S

















































MULTI-LAYER INSULATIGN 1TRANSIENT TE3T DATA
TEST NO. 6.|
$ANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D.,SO0
BOUNOARY TENFERATUIRES (FINAL)
NEATI[R PLATE (DEG-F) 20Z.O
































































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. Q.I
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.Z$OO
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) ZOZ.D












J NUILT|-LAYER |NSULAT|GII 1TRANS/ENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. Ii.|
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.£S00
BOUNOARY TENPERATUR[S (FINAL)
HI[ATER PLATE (DEG-F) LDO£.O





































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. G.|
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.ESOD
BOUNDARY TENP(RATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 202.0















































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANS/ENT T(ST D A
TEST NO. 6.|
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2S00
BOUNDARY TENFERATIJRES (FINAL)
ItEATER FLAT[ (D[i;-F) 20_.0

























































MULTI-LAYER |NSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 6.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O._SOD
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0





























NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT T[ST DATA
1800
TIPST NO. li.ll


















































HULTI-LAY[R INSULATION ITRANS|[NT 1lEST D A
TEST NO. S.£





























MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 6.E
SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (IN.) D.ESO0
BCXJNOARY TEMFERATU_ES (FINAL)
H_ATER FLATE (DEG-F) 30D.D
































SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (IN.) O._SO0
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (P/NAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0



































t • XtO "°8
NULT|-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 6.3
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D.2SOO
BOUNDARY T(NI_ERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) FS.D





























































SANFL( THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2S00
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DI[G-F) 75.0















































































i NULT][-LAYER |NSULAT|QO ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 6.$
SANPLE THICKNESS (|N.) O.ZSOO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (OEG-F) TS.O
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HULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 6.3
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2500
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H(AT1ER PLATE (DEG-F) FS.O





















































I NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. I.$
SAMPLE TH1[CKk_SS (IN.) D.2SDO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) /'S.0
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 31.0.0
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. ?.|
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18T5
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) F|.D




















I NULT|-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. r.|
SANPL[ TH]CIKN(SS (IN.) O.$8_PS
BOUNDARY T(NFERATUR[S (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT[ (Orr,-F) I_1.0
CCLD FLAT( (DES-F)- 309.5
-1
|
1 • XtO /
!:__
m-t-.
1 . Xl O | 600 0800 _ 1200 1600 _ I ZOO 1600
|DDO 1400 1600 1000 1400 1600 1000 1400 1800
DAY |. DAY E. DAY 3.








MULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|ON 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 1.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.IIIS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEAT1ER PLATE (DE6-F) 71.0








































































































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 7.1
SAMPLE THICKI_SS (IN.) O.18TS
8OUNOARY TENF_RATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT( (DEG-Ir) 71.0



























































HULTI-LAYER INSULAT|ON !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 1.|
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TEICPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DIEG-F) !'1.0











































MULTI LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO T.,
SAMPLE THICKN(SS (IN.) O |8/_J
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEAI(R FLAT( (OEG-F) 204.S
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NULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|ON ITRANS|ENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. r.l_


















































J NULT|-LAYER INSULATION J TEST NO. ir.!TRANSIENT TEST D A SANPL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.I81rS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURE$ (Ir|NAU
NEATER PLATE (DEG-I r) ,E04.$


















$ ZOO | 600| O00 |400 |800 JO00 J400 1800 tO00 1400 1800







J MULTi-LAYER /NSULAT/ON [TRANS|(NT TEST D A
TEST NO. r.Z
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|STS
80UNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-I r) LJ04.S





































i MULTI-LAYER iNSULATiON 1 T£ST NO. r.ZTRANSIENT TEST D TA SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.18T$
BOUNDARY T(NF(RATUR(S (FINAL)


















| OOn 1400 | 80D $ OOO | 4DO ] 800 | 000 | 400 1800





I. x| 0 "01_
HULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1 TEST NO. T.STRANSIENT TEST DATA SAHPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) O.|STS
BOUNDARY TEHPCRATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 306.5



























3800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
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IrlGUR[ 20.8 I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION TEST NO. 7.3I TRANSIENT TEST DATA SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D.|8TS
BOUNDARY TF.NFERATURES (F|NAL)
HEATER PLATE (OEG-F) 306.$
I.X|O "O! COLD PLATE (DEG-F) FO.O
l, llltfI ,.,,i
, i,.__iiiIl l Ill
£
, .... tll'.....' ...!, .r ..... I--
_-_:Hllll: llllll!!_IIlllli:-:i t!--:_i__rT:ii!_ i
, II"][IIII......: IWlII IIfM
0800 1 _'00 1600 3800 1200 1600 3800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800


















MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. Y.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.tlTS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 306.S
COLD PLATE (DEG-F) lrO.O
800 1ZOO 1600 DSO0 |200 1600 0800
lO00 |400 1800 |000 |400 |8GO |000














MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ] TEST NO. lr.$TI_ANSiENT TEST DATA SAHFLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.|8?S
BOUNDARY TEMFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLATE (DEG-F) 30G.S






















1000 1400 J800 jnoo |400 1800 J000 J400 1800 1000 1400 11100













I NULTI-LAY(R INSULATION ] TEST NO. f.$TRANSIENT TEST DATA SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN,) 0.lilTS
BCXJNOARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DIE:G-F) 301.S
COLD PLAT( (DEG-i r) FO.O
0800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600 )800
I000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800 1000




















I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION I TEST NO. S.4TRANSIENT TEST DATA SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) D.31£S
BOUNOARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F2 TS.S
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATIC_I ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. S.4
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.312S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FZNAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) T6.$
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 310.0
9800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
lODO 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800








NULTI-LAYLIll INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 9.4
SANPL£ THICKNESS fiN.) 0.$1£|
DOIJNDAIIY lrLrNIIERATUR[$ (FINAL)
li[ATER PLATE (DEer-F) l_J.|
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SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3125
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEAleR PLATE (DEG-F) T6.S




























0800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800









MULT|-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. $.4
SANPL( TH|CKN(SS (IN.) 0.3|2S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
H(ATE1R PLAT( (DEG-F) 76.1
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 8.1
SANPL( THICKNESS (IN.) 0.312S
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 67.0




















0800 1200 1600 )800 1200 1600
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NULT/-LAYER | NSU1L.AT|QU 1TRANS|ENT TEST DAT
TEST NO. 8.1
SANFL( THICKNI_'SS (IN.) 0.$|2S
BOUNOARY TENF(RATURES (F/NAL)
HI[AT(R FLAT((Dl[re-r) 4;r.O
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1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800
















I HULTI-LAYER INSULATXOM !TRANSXENT TEST DATA
DO00 lZO0 1600 _800 tZO0 1600
dOO0 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800
DAY £. DAY S.
ELAPSED TII41E (HOURS)
TEST NO, 8.l
SANPIE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.35£S
BOUNDARY TENPERATUR(S (FINAL)
I'_.ATER PLATE (D£rp-F) 4T.O


























































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. ll.S
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.3|,$
BOUNOARY T(HFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT( (DEG-F) 61r.O





i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 8.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3125
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (OEG-F) 6F.O






























D800 1ZOO 1600 QSO0 1200 1600
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| • XIO "°£
MULTI-LAYER INSULAT|ON 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 9.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.lO/'S
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H£ATER PLATE (OEf,-F) /'3.0
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SAHPLE THICKNESS (/N.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (It|HAL)
HEATER PLATE (D(G-Ir) T3.0
COl.D PLATE (DEG-F)- 310.0
0800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800





J NULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSi[NT TEST D A
TEST NO. 9.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|OtS
BOUNDARY TENPERATUWES (FINAL)
NEATER PLATE (D(G-F) _J.O


























































































































































SAHFLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18TS
BOUNDARY TEMFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) F3.0
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 310.0
]800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 t000 1400 1800
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION lTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 9.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O,18TS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-P) FS.O
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SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3|8S
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H_ATER PLATE (DEG-F) 30£.O



























































I NULT|-LAYLrR INSULATION ! TEST NO. 1.8TRANSIENT TEST D A SANIq.E TH|CKNESS (IN.) 0.$$E$
BOUNOARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
It£ATER PLATE (DEr,-Ir) 308.0
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 8.£
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.$ttS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT[ (DEG-F) 30£.0





































































TRANSIENT TEST DATA I TEST NO. 9.2SANFL( TH./CKN(SS (IN.) 0.10/'5
B(XJNDARY TENPERATUR(S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (OEG-ir) 300.0
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SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.181|
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0


















NULT|-LAYER |NSULAT|GN ]TRANSIENT 'rl[ST DATA
T(ST NO. I).1_
SANPL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.|ll/_J
BOONOARY TI[NP[RATURES (FINAL)
H[AT[R PLATE (DEC,-I r) $OO.O

































HULT|-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 9.t
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|8PS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT[ (OEG-F) 300.0












MULTI-LAYE:R INSULATION ITRANSIE:NT TEST D A
TE:ST NO. 9.1_
SAHPLE: TH/CKNF..SS (IN.) D.|OTS
BOUNDARY TE:NFE:RATURES (FINAL)
H£ATE:R PLATE: (DE:S-F) 300.0















































NULTI-LAY£R INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. IO.t
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.31_$
BOUNDARY T(NPERATUR(S (FINAL)
HEAT(R PLATE (D(G-F) T4.O























































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION | TEST NO. |O.Z
TRANSIENT TEST DATA J SANPL( THICKNESS (IN.) 0.$|25
BOUNOARY TEMIFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) i'4.0
COLD PLAT( (DEf,-F)- 3tl0.0
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATION !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 10.1
SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) O.SI_S
BOUNOARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATIER PLATE (nED-F) Y4.0





































































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT 1"[ST D A
TEST NO. $O.t
SAMFL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.$I_S
BOUNDARY T[HFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT[ (DEs-r) T4.0
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SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3125
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 74.0











I o XI 0 -04
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. ||.£
SAMPLE THICKN(SS (IN.) D.|ST|
BOUNDARY TEI4PLrRATURIrS (FINAL)
HrATER PLATE (DEG-Ir) ?O.O
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I. X| 0 °1
l
I
MULTi-LAYER INSULATICN I TEST NO. |t._
TRANSIENT TEST DATA I SAMPLE THICKNESS (|N.) D.187S
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 7D.O
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NULTI-LAYE.R |NSULA TI(:N iTRANSIENT TE.ST D TA
TE.ST Nn. |1.£
5ANPLE' THICKNESS (IN.) 0.|87S
BOUNDARY TI['NFFRATURES (FINAL)
I.,IEATE.R PLAT[ (DE'G-F) 70.0
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I NULTI-LAYER INSULATICN 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 11.£
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.} 0.16TS
BOUNDARY TEHPERATUR(S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) TO.O
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 310.0
0800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 |000 1400 1800















































NULT|-LAYER INSULATgCN !TRANS|IE_T TEST DATA
TEST NO. ||.£
SANPLE THICKNESs (IN.) O.|87S
BOUNDARY TD4PERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (D£G-F) 70.0
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i NULTI-LAYER INSULATIONTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 10.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.3|Z5
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 306.S














































SANPL( THICKIRS$ (IN.) 0.312S
BOUNDARY TI[NF_RATUR(S (FINAL)
HEATER FLATE (D(G-F) 306°$














































SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.SSeS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) $OQ.S











I MULTI-LAY[R |NSULATION 1TRANSZENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. SO.|
SAMPLE THICKNEss (IN.) 0.312$
BOUNDARY TEHFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLATE (DEG-F| 306.S











































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |O.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.31Z5
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (F|NkL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 306.S
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT T(ST DATA
T[ST NO. |Z.I
SAHPL( THICKN[SS (IN.) D.|87$
BOUNOARY TENPERATUR[S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 73.5







































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. J_.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN,) 0.$87S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 73.$




































































































































NULT][-LAyIrR INSULATION !TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. S£.l
SAMPLE TH|CKN[SS (IN.) O.lllIS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) TS.S






























































SANPLE THICKNESS (/N.) D.|ST$
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) T3.S
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! o XtO "°8
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. | I_.lt
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1STS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DE(;-F) 300.S




















MULTI-LAYER INSULATION lTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 1£.£
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.IBF$
EOUNOARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 30D.S

























NULTI-LAY[R INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
s"
TEST NO. 18. I'
$ANPLE THICKN[SS (/N.) 0.181rS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT( (DEG-F) 300.11













































































NULT|-LAYER |NSULATION 1TRANSIENT T(ST DATA
ELAPSED TII41_ (HOURS)
TEST NO. |2.1_
SANFL( THICKN(SS (IN.) O.|SrS
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
I I(ATI[R FLAT( (DE:G-IF) 30O.S







MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. 1£.2
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.S





























S • XIO "°8
NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |3.|
SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (|N.) O.lZSO
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (F|NAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 30|.0


























XULTI-LAY[R INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. t3.I
SAHFL[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.|250
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 301.0
























































NULT|-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANS/[NT TEST DATA
TEST NO. IS.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|8SO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) SOI.O
COLD PLATE (D(G-Ir) S9.S
IO00






























SANPLE THICKNESS (|N.) O.l_SO
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 301.0
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HULTI-LAYER INSULATION iTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. $5ol
SAHFLE THICKNESS (IN.) I).IZSO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURE$ IlrliiLI
HEATER PLATE IDES-F) 301.0











































































TRANS|E'NT TEST DATA I TEST NO. 14.1• SANPLE 1HICKNESS (IN.) O.IOTS
B(_JNDARY TIENIPIERA11UiltE$ (FINAL}
HEATER PLATE (I_G'--F) f,8.O
COLD PLATE (DE_G--F'3- 310.0
_800 1ZOO 1600 0800 $L:_30 1600
IOIDO 1400 1800 1000 1400 18130









I NULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. 14.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNDARY T(ICPERATUR(S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (D(G-F) 68.0
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT I_ST D TA
TEST NO. 14.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18FS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 88.0
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NULTI-LAY(R INSULATION !TRANSIENT I_ST D A
TEST NO. 14.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18T$
BOUNOARY TL=NPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 68.0
COLD PLATE (DEG-F)- 310.0
_800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800










MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 14.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0_18?5
BOUNDARY TEHPER&TURES 4F|HAL)
HEATER PLATE(DEG-F) 68.0
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION }TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. 14.2
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. I4.t
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) SO0.O






























































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 14.1_
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18TS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG°F) 300.0
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SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.187S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (D£G-F) 300.0.





























NULTI-LAYER INSULAT|(:N 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 14.£
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DIE:G-F) 300.0

































| • XI, O "05
MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |5.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.|87S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEE-F) 76.0











































1 • XIO "O$
I NULTI-LAY(R INSULATION 1TRANS|ENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 15.+1
SANFLE THICKNESS (]IN.) O.|8PS
BOUNDARY TEHF£RATUR(S (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT((DEG-F) 76.0
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SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1|?|
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINALI
HEATER PLATE (OEG-F) ?4.0














I MULTI-LAYER INSULATION I
TRANSIENT TEST DATA I
!
800 1200 1600 _00 1200 1600
1000 1400 18D0 1000 1400 1S00
DAY 2. DAY 3.
RELAPSED TZN( (HOURS)
TEST NO. |S.1
SANFLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18?$
BOUNDARY TE[NPE[RATURE[S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) TG.D













NULTZ-LAYER |NSULAT|ON ITRANSgENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. lS.I
SAMPLE TH|CKN(SS (IN.) 0.|875
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 76.0











































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. IS.Z
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18F$
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
NEAT[R FLAT( ((,_EG-F) 30S.O
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATIONTRANSIENT TEST DATA
0800
i
1200 1600 0800 1200
i
1600 0800






SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 305.0"
COLD PLATE (DEG-F) 69.S
...... I
! .................. i



























NUI.TI-I.AYER INSULATIQN ] TEST NO. II.eTRANSI[NT TEST D A SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TENPERATUR(S (FINAL)
H(AT[R PLAT( (D[G-I r) 305.0
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 15.£
SANFL[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT[ (DEG-F) 3OS.O
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I MULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|(3N iTRANSI(NT T(ST DATA
 JMi23i iiL!tiLILiim
O,SOO 120O 1 S00 g800 t 200 1600 3800 I ZOO 1600
1000 J400 1800 t000 1400 1800 1000 J400 1800
OAY I. DAY Z. DAY 3.
(LAPSLel) T;NIE (HOURS)
TI:'S T NO. 15.1_
SAMPL( THICKN(SS (IN.) 0.$8/'$
BOUNOARY T£MF£RATURE e- (FINAL)
H][AT£R PLAT( (DI[G-F) 305.0
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SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2100
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (OEG-F) _.S



































|. X| 0 -04
HULTI*LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT I_ST D A
TEST NO. SK.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O._SO0
BOUHOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEA1TR PLATE (DEG-F) /_oS

























MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. IS.1
SAMPLE THICKHESS (IN.) 0.8500
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) ?9.5





















MULTI-LAYER /NSULAT/ON 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |6.1
SAMPLE THICKN[SS (|N.) O.2SO0
BOUNDARY T(MPI[RATUREs (FINAL)
i_ATER PLATE (DES-F) /'9.S









































SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.ZSO0
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) T9.S
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t • XtO -°t
NULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. IF.|
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TENP[RATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-Ir) 6F.S
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r TEST NO. 17.1SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18TS
BOUNOARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) IST.S
COLD FLAT[ (DEG-Ir) - 310.0
....... L
L ; .




























































NULTI-LAYER |NSULAT|QN 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. |Y.|
SAHPLI[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.|4,S
IK)UNOARY TEIqI:t[RATUItES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-I r) II.|



































i NULT|-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. IT.I
SANFLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|STS
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 6T.S
COLD PLATE (I)EG-F)- 310.0
0800 1200 1600 0800 t200 1600 0800
1000 ]400 1800 1000 1400 1800 1000





NULT|-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 1/'.1
SANFL( THICKNESS (SEN.) O.|8FS
BOUflOARY TrNF(RATURES (F/NAL)
H[ATER PLAT( (DEC,-F) GF.S

























0800 1200 1600 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 1800
DAY Z. DAY 3.
ELAPSED TZN_ (ItQUR$)








I HULTI-LAYER INSULATION ] TEST NO. IS.ZTRANSIENT TEST D A SANPL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.tSO0
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 296.0
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S • X|O *00
I MULTI-LAYER INSUI.AT/GN I TEST NO. |6.2TRANSIENT TEST D A SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O._SO0
BOUNDARY TEMFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) _96.0
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i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANS|ENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. IS.8
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.,SO0
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) £98.0
COLD PLATE (D(G-F) 1'0.0
0800 1200 1600 0800 1200 1600
1000 1400 J800 1000 1400 1800






























































MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |S.t
SAMPLE TH][CKN(SS (|N.) D._SDO
BOUNOARY T(MF(RATIJR[S (FINAL)
HEATER PLAT( (DI[G-IF) L_gG.O
COLD FLAT( (DEG-F) RO.O
_800 1200 1600 J800 1200 1600
1000 1400 1800 1000 1400 t800











MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 16._
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.E$O0
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F| 296.0
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i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT T(ST D A
TEST NO. |F.e
SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.|SFS
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
f_ATER PLATE (DEG-I r) 291.0
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SAI4PLE THXCKNESS (IN.) 0.1BT$
BOUNDARY TENFERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER FLAT£ (DEG-F) 295.0









I NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |Y.I
SANPL[ TH|CKN(SS (IN.) O.IIYS
BOUNDARY TENPERATUHES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-I r) L_IIS.O























SAMPLE TH|CKNESS (IN.) 0.1875
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (F|NAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-P) 295.0












































i MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSlE:NT TE:ST D A
TEST NO. | T.2
SANPL( THICKNESS (IN.) O.|llrS
BOUNDARY TENFERATURE:S (FINAL)
HEATE:R FLAT( (DE:G-F) LPS.O
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 14.3
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.18TS
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H[ATER PLATE (DEG-F) 6T.S









































S • XtO .03
NULTI-LAYER /NSULAT/CN !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TE.ST NO. |4.S
SANPLE. TH]rCKNESS (IN.) O.JSFS
BOUNDARY TENPE.RATURE'S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DE.G-F) ST.S































































HULTI-LAYER INSULATICN JTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 14.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.IBTS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) S?.S

























































NULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. t4.3
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187$
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
H(ATE'R PLATE (DEG-F) 67.$

























I MULTI-LAYER INSULATICNTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 14.3
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.187S
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 6T,S
































NULTI-LAy(I! IIL_UIATIGII 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. tll.I
SANPLE THICKN[SS fiN.) O.l_SO0
BOIJIMOARY TEN/IEIIATIJWES (FINAL3
I.l_TElt hATE (DES-F3 1_.0





































SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.£SO0
BOUNDARY TLrNPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 78.0







































I NULTI-LAYER INSULATION !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 18.1
SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) D.ISO0
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
IHII[ATER PLATE (DES-F) 1P8.O







































TRANSIENT TEST DATA TEST NO. J8.:SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.MSO0
BOUNOARY TENPERATURE$ (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) TS.0























































I NULTI-LATLPR INSULATION !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |8.1
SANPIJ[ THICKII(6S (IN.) 0.£S00
BOUNDARY TLrlIPRRATURES (FINAL)
HE.ATEII PLATE IIXP,-I I'') 1'1.0






















PISURE 48.A NULT|*LAT[II INSULATION I TEST NO. SS.R
TRANSIENT TEST DATA ] SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) O.£SO0
BOUNDARY TENPrRATUR[8 (FINAL)
HEAT[It PLAT[ (D[S-I r) Yl.O
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SANPL[ THICKN($$ (IN.) O.|SOO
BOUNDARY T[NP[RATURES (FINAL)
HF.ATEll PLAT[ (O£S-Ir) TtI.O_
COLD PLATE IDES-F)- 310.O
0800 SZO0 1600 D800 t200 1600
1000 1400 1800 lOOO 1400 1800





















































SAHPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.l|O0
80UNOARY TENPERATURE$ (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) YS.O
COLD PLAT[ (DES-F)- 510.0
0800 1200 1600 D800 1200 1600
1000 t400 1800 SOOO 1400 1800








NULTI-LAYL_ INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. tt.t
$ANPL[ THICKNE88 (IN.) 0.£S00
IKX/NOANY TENPk'RATUR£S (FINAL)
HF.ATLrR PLATE (DEr,-F') 1_.0
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NULTI-LAYLrfl INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. IS .I
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.8S00
BGUNOARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) TS.O























DSO0 1200 1600 0800 t200 1600
2000 t400 1800 1000 1400 1800







Irl SUrE 4|.A [ N_TI-_¥_ INSULATI_ !_AN$1_T TEST D A
TEST NO. 0.4
SANIq.[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.£S08
BOUNDARY TE]iPLrNATURES (FINAL)
H£ATER PLATE (DES-F) /O.O
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NULTI-LAYEII INSULATION ]TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 8.4
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.ISO0
BOUNDARY T[HPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) TO.O













NUIL.TI-LAYER INSULATION JTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 8.4
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.2S00
8GUNOARY TENPk"RATURES (FINAL)
H[ATER PLATE (DEG-F) /0.0
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NULT|-LAYEII | NSUI.A TICN JTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. 1.4
SANPLE TH|CKNESS (IN.) O.£SOO
BOUNDARY TD4PERATURES {FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) ?0.0
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NULTI-LAyEN INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 8.4
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.8S00
BOUNOARY TENPENATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DES-F) 70.0
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATI_ !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |1.|
SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) O.85OO
BOUNOARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (D£S-lr) TS.O
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NULT|*LAYEII INSULATION ITIIANI|EIIT 'IEIIT DATA
TEST NO. IIB.I
IMMFLI TH|CILNEII (IN.) Ih|MI
IOUIIDAIIIr TEMII_IIATUI_II (FINAL)
Hr.AT[II MAT[ (DES-F) I1'1.11
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NULTI-LAYER |NSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. ti.t
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.tSO0
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) YS.O
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NULTI-LAYEIt INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. |9.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) 0.£100
BOIJliOARY TENPERATIJRES (FINAL)
IRATER PLATE (DES-F} /11.11
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SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.,iOO
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (F|NAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) T6.O
COLD PLATE (DES-F)- 510.0
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NULTI-LAyEN INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. J4.4
SANPLIE THICKNESS (IN.) O.JSn
BOUNDARY T£NPENATUN£S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (ors-F1 11.0




































MULTI-LAYER INSULAT|Cli ITRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. t4.4
SANPLE THICKNESS (|N.) O.|ITS
BOUNOARY TENPERATUN[I (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEi;-F) i'1.0
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HULT|-LAT[R |NSULATIOII ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. |4.4
SANPLE TH|CKN[SS (|N.) O.IITS
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
H[AT[R PLATE IDES-F) 11'1.0













































NULTI-LAYLrN INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TI[ST DATA
T[ST NO. J4.4
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.tSTS
BOUNDARY TENPENATURES (FINAL)
ItEATI[R PLAT[ (DES-F) Ft.O
























































































NULTi -LAYER |NSULAT|OIi JTRANSIENT TEST DATA
TEST NO. |4.4
SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) 0.1111111
BOUNDARY TI[NPI_ATIJRIrS (FILIAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-Ir) T'S.e
































NULTI-LAY_ /NSULAT|_ J TEST NO. £1.S
_ANSZENT _ST DATA J SAMPLE _|CKNESS (ZN.) O.|S_
BOU_ARY TENPERAT_ES (FZNAL)
_A_R PLA_ (DEG-_ 300.0
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SANPL[ THICKNESS (IN.) O.ISlrO
BOUNDARY TENP(RATUR£S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F7 300.0











MULTI-LAYER INSULATION 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. _|.|
SAMPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.lS?O
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0










































































NULTI-LAyE'R INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D TA
TEST NO. 21.1
SANPLE THICKNESS (IN.) O.IS?O
BOUNDARY TENPERATURES (FINAL)
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MULTI-LAYER INSULATION ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. 21.1
SAMPLE THICKNESS (iN.) 0.1570
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300,0
COLD PLATE (DEG-F) 72,0
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATZGN ITRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. £Z.I
SAMPLE II'IICKNESI (ZN.) O.lll!
BOUNOARY TL:'NPERATURES (FIliAL)
t'IEATER PLATE (DES-F) SOO.O



























































SAMPLE THICKNESS (|N.) 0.||85
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATE*R PLAT( (DEG-F) 500.0
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NULTI-LAYER INSULATION !TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. _.|
SANPL£ TH|CKNESS (IN.) 0.£|88
BOUNDARY TENi°ERATUR[S (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0



























































































SAMPLE THICKNESS (][N.) 0.1_185
BOUNDARY TEHPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F} 300.0
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NULTI-LAYER INSULAT|ON 1TRANSIENT TEST D A
TEST NO. L_.l
SANPL[ THICKNEss (IN.) 0.£|118
BOUNDARY TEMPERATURES (FINAL)
HEATER PLATE (DEG-F) 300.0















A PP NDIX B
ERROR A NA LYSIS
APPENDIX B
ERRORANALYSIS
One of the sources of errors in the measurement of the apparent thermal conductivity of
multilayer insulation in a guarded hot plate apparatus occurs in edge effects. An idealized
mathematical representation of a guarded hot plate apparatus has been synthesized to establish
order of magnitude effects. The physical arrangement of the guarded hot plate apparatus is













Figure B-1. Guarded Hot Plate Apparatus (Physical Arrangement)
The accuracy with which the difference in temperature between the main heater and the
guard heater can be regulated determines a significant portion of the total thermal
conductivity measurement error. In order to establish an order of magnitude, Figure B-2
illustrates graphically the assumed temperature distribution along the top face of the





, I I I I
X : O X = a-5/2 X = a + 5/2 X = b
Figure B-2. Multilayer Insulation Temperature Distribution
B-i
The error in the measurement of heat flow through the insulation is
100 x heat flow through face (x = a, 0 < y < c}
Error (%) = heat flow through face (y=0, 0_<x <a) +--heat flow through face (x=a, 0 _<y<c)
If we consider the multilayer insulation as a homogenous body, we can write:
b2T 52T
kX x-j-+ky Ty:- --0
where k x, k = effective thermal conductivity in the x and y directions, respectivelyY
The assumed boundary conditions are:
5T





( A2 - A1 A2 6 A 1 6 5
c. T(X,C) = 5- )X- T (a-_)+T(a+_), a- /2_<x<a+ 5/2
5/2
_2' x >a+
d. T (X, O) = 0
where A 1' 5 2 = temperature difference between the main heater and the cold plate and
the guard heater and the cold plate,respectively
5 = separation distance between the main heater and guard heater.




$(X)=Acosflx+ B sin 8x
where B 2= (ky/kx)), 2 = 0t 2 ), 2
= eigenvalue
¢(Y)=ICcosh_ty+Dsinh), y, )_ _0
tE÷ Fy, k= 0
Using boundary conditions 1, 2, and 4,one can show that:
A=0
B=0
n_t, n=0, 1, 2...
O- b
E=0
The final resulting equation is:
nTtT F y+ _ B nsinh orb cos_ x
n=l
Boundary condition (3) can be expressed as a Fourier series:
n_xT=a + Z; a cos--
o n b
n=l
The coefficients can be determined as follows:
[ a-6/2 f a+ 5/2 IA2_A1ao = a - 6/2 x-_2 (a--_-)+5(a+8)Id__6 b 6




-- A 2 ( i-_)+ A I (_)
and,
a =_n A_cos_,___xdx+ J'a- _/2 i x- Ca-%
4 (A1- A2) b sin n*ra
= 5n 2 _2 b sin
^ 1 5/2) nJ____x d x
+ 6 ( + cos b
÷.f A 2 nJ.__xx dx
a+ 5/2 cos b n#0
The temperature distribution can be written as:
T= A 1 + _2 i- Y ÷ E 4(Al-





The error in the measurement of the heat flow through the main portion of the insulation
is as follows:
Error (%)= 100 x
a 5T
-fo ky "_-YlY: 0 d x
a 5T[ d "c 5TIfo ky _yly--0 x -So kxTx[ x=a dy ]
B-iv
100
2 (A1-A2)b sin2 -_ sin n _.__._8












In order to correlate me experimental data on me multflayer insulation assemblies me
following equation was assumed:
Q = K 1 (Th-T c) +K 2 (_T:-a T C
= KIX+ K2 Y
where Q = heat flow
T c , T h = cold plate and heater plate temperaturestrespectively
cr = Boltzmarm's constant
The constants were obtained by the method of least squares.
Define the residual R. as follows:
1
R.I= K1 Xi + K2 Yi - Qi (1)
In order to obtain a best fit to minimize Z; R. 2, differential _; R 2 with respect to the con-
1 1
stants K 1 and K 2: i i
_R 1 _ R 2 _ R n
R 1 _K 1 +R2 bK---_ +...+R n _K 1
- 0 (2)
R 1 5 R 2 b R n
R 1 _K 2 +R 2 _K 2 +...+R n _K 2
= 0 (3)
C-i
Inserting expressions for derivatives in Equations (2) and (3):
n n n





K1 _ XiYi+K2 _ Y2_i _ QiYi = 0
i=l i=l i--i
Solving Equations (4)and (5) simultaneously:
K 1
n n n n
(_, QiXi ) (_ Yi2) - (_'_, X.l Yi) (_
i=l i=l i=l i=l
n n n






n n n n
(_, Xi2) (_ QiYi ) - (_ X.l Yi) (_
i=l i=l i=l i=l
n n n
(_ Xi2) (_ Yi2) -(_ X iYi )2
i=l i=l i=1
Qi xi)
c-ii
